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The first couple of years of Playgirl’s production several actors posed nude. This particular featured Peter Lupus of "Mission Impossible" fame as the centerfold. Peter is a hairy hunk with the balls to have done fully exposed shots. I am happy to have Peter’s nude photos as part of my collection.

There were pages missing from the magazine and they were pages from the photo spread that was my reason for buying the magazine. It is a 35 year old magazine but had I known pages were missing I wouldn’t have purchased it. I know pages are missing because I’ve owned this magazine before. It’s possible the seller didn’t know pages were missing since the pages weren’t numbered but I can’t help feeling cheated. I probably won’t trust this seller again.

Had the Playgirl, Peter Lupus puzzle, back in 75”. Wish I still had it! But having this mag., will make up for it! Just read his Bio., and cant belive what his still doing in his 70’s!!!! WHAT A MAN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!